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STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT  

SUNDAY 8th NOVEMBER, 2009 

BUSAN-GYEONGNAM RACECOURSE 

 
Weather: Showers                                                                      Track moisture: R1-2  4% 

                                                                                                                        R3-4  6% 

                                                                                                                        R5-6  9% 

 

                                                                                                                           

STEWARDS: Brett A Wright (Chairman), Shin Yong Sang and Lee Jung Hee 

 

__________________________________________________ 

 

 

Race 1 1000m-CLASS 5 (Domestic-bred) 

 
Lucky Choice was slow into stride.  Golden Daffodil and Gwangsok Doro began awkwardly. 

In the middle stages Areumdaun Bisang lay out. Near the 700m Symphony Champ was 

steadied and taken in when Widaehan Dojeon lay out. When under pressure in the home 

straight Areumdaun Bisang lay in and proved difficult to ride. Gwangsok Doro raced greenly 

in the home straight. A post race veterinary examination of Lucky Choice did not reveal any 

obvious abnormality. 

 

 

Race 2 1200m-CLASS 3 (Domestic-bred) 

 
Immediately following the running of the race the Inquiry sign was displayed for Stewards to 

inquire into the reason jockey Apprentice Lee Sung Jae was dislodged from Mujeok Champ 

after the 500m. On the evidence, it was established that about the 500m Mujeok Champ, which 

had been racing on the inside of Choegoui Gyeongji(Jo Chang Wook) for some distance prior, 

brushed the rail, became unbalanced and shifted out, clipping the heels of Choegoui Gyeongji, 
which shifted in slightly. Consequently, Mujeok Champ blundered, resulting in Apprentice Lee 

Sung Jae being dislodged. As the Stewards did not believe a case existed for them to exercise 

their powers under Article 61-2 of the Rules of Racing, the order of finish was confirmed. 

Ensuing from an inquiry Jo Chang Wook was reminded of his responsibilities to keep his 

mounts straight at all times. Gamun Gongju stumbled on leaving the gates. On jumping Elite 
was bumped by Choegoui Gyeongji, which shifted in after bumping with Angel Star. 
Approaching the 900m Money Tree, which was being steadied, got its head up and was 

checked, when tightened between Wonder Biki, which shifted in slightly and Angel Star(E 

Nishimura), which rolled out. Jockey E Nishimura was warned he must endeavour to keep his 

mounts straight at all times.  After the 900m Choegoui Gyeongji, which was laying out slightly, 

was eased when Angel Star(E Nishimura) shifted in. Jockey E Nishimura was found to have 

ridden carelessly and fined 30,000\. A post race veterinary examination of Money Tree did 

not reveal any obvious abnormality and a sample was directed to be taken.  
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Race 3 1200m-CLASS 5 (Domestic-bred) 

 
The start of the race was put back by 5 minutes following the delay in the confirmation of the 

order of finish in Race 2. On jumping Siwoni was bumped by Bugyeong Daejang, which was 

taken by Teukjeonsa, which began awkwardly and shifted in. Shortly after the start Siwoni and 

Bugyeong Daejang bumped. Approaching the 900m Big Ours was awkward on the inside of 

Cool Morning. A post race veterinary examination of Big Ours did not reveal any obvious 

abnormality. 

 

 

Race 4 1400m-CLASS 4 (Foreign-bred) 

 

Bugyeong Bobae began awkwardly. On leaving the gates Chowolgeom shifted in and bumped 

Wolchulbong, which then shifted in and bumped Neverending Champ. Jungwon Horyeong 
jumped with its head up. Jungwon Horyeong raced wide throughout the race and at about the 

900m, got its head and shifted out when racing ungenerously. Passing the 900m Hanggu 
Teukgeup commenced to hang out and raced wide; and then approaching the home turn, ran to 

the outside fence. Trainer Kim Sang Suk was advised that Hanggu Teukgeup must perform to 

the satisfaction of the Stewards in an official race trial before being permitted to race again. 

For a short distance after the 300m Chowolgeom lay in. A post race veterinary examination of 

Hanggu Teukgeup did not reveal any obvious abnormality, however; Larry was found to have 

suffered a bleeding attack and is consequently banned from racing for 1 month.  

 

 

Race 5 1600m-CLASS 2 (Domestic-bred)  

 

World Class began awkwardly with its head up and lost ground. Sainjeong stumbled on leaving 

the gates. Viva Galileo jumped in and after bumping with Dabok, blundered, dislodging jockey 

You Hyun Myung. Approaching the 1400m Magic Chief was momentarily steadied when 

Gangtaja(Shim Tae Sub) shifted in. Jockey Shim Tae Sub was told to exercise more care. Near 

the 900m Mitdeuma got its head up when being steadied from the heels of Black Mane. 
Jockey You Hyun Myung was examined by medical staff for a complaint regarding his right 

knee and declared unfit to continue riding. Consequently, he was stood down from his 

remaining riding engagement. 

 

 

Race 6 1800m-CLASS 1 (Foreign-bred) 

 

On jumping Power Captain and Haengbok Dream came together. Seonnyang Yongsa jumped 

awkwardly. Near the 1000m Jilju Hara, which was badly over-racing, was checked from the 

heels of Heukjanggun, which was steadying in front. As a consequence, both Bugyeong 
Choegang and Seonnyang Yongsa were badly hampered. Jockey Kim Yong Geun(Nuri 
Choegang) explained he was having difficulty with visibility due to the kickback and on 

straightening elected not to ride his mount along until he was able to remove his visor after the 

400m. He said as Nuri Choegang was laying out, he allowed the gelding to drift out away from 

clear running to the inside of Bugyeong Choegang, which racing just ahead of his mount. 

Jockey Kim Yong Geun was warned he must be more aware of runs when they are presented, 

particularly at vital stages of the race. A post race veterinary examination of Gongnopae and 

Bugyeong Choegang did not reveal any obvious abnormality.  
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GENERAL: In addition to those horses reported sent for sampling, routine urine samples were 

ordered to be taken from the first three placed horses in each race. 

 

 

RIDING CHANGES: 

 

Race 1-5 Ssagsseul Baram- You Hyun Myung replaced Song Keong Yun 

Race 1-9 Cheogang Sinhwa- App Kim Young Min replaced Seo In Sub (injured back at track 

work 8/11/09) 

Race 2-4 Angel Star- E Nishimura replaced Seo In Sub 

Race 5-3 Magic Chief- Jo Sung Gon replaced Seo In Sub 

Race 6-11 Oneurui Bobae- Kim Eu Soo replaced Seo In Sub 

Race 6-12 Namchee- E Nishimura replaced You Hyun Myung (injured in Race 5) 

 

 

 

 
SUMMARY OF ACTION TAKEN 

SUSPENSIONS Nil 

REPRIMANDS Nil 

FINES Race 1 – E Nishimura 

WARNINGS Race 2 – E Nishimura 
Race 6 – Kim Yong Geun 

RACE TRIALS Race 3 – Hanggu Taekgeup 

STALL TESTS Nil 

BLEEDERS Race 4 – Larry 

DISQUALIFICATIONS Nil 

FALLS Race 2 – Lee Sung Jae 

FOLLOW UP Nil 

 

 


